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Harmonious or lively?  
Precisely your dream fabric!

Light or dark? Your style is decisive.  2
Bright, shining colours are classics for awnings. They protect against sun radiation 
but still let a lot of light onto the patio. As all the weinor fabrics shield at least 
93% of the UV radiation, even the lightest-coloured fabric provides reliable sun 
protection. 

Rule of thumb: The more lively, the less sensitive
We have developed extra lively patterns with a dark background where soiling is 
seen less for locations close to busy roads or with several trees in the vicinity. 

Here, residue from leaves, pollen, soot and bird droppings cannot be so easily 
seen on them and your awning remains attractive longer.

The 171 patterns in the three-part my collections 2 awning fabric collection  
are bound to include your favourite fabric. The fabrics captivate with exciting, 
new weaving effects, modern colouring as well as 12 exclusive patterns.  
The choice is yours: our proven woven fabric or uncompromisingly good  
recycled material.

modern basics blue® – the first sustainable awning fabric collection  
with 85% recycled PET, now complete! 

evermore – timeless, harmonious fabrics in beige and grey with novel  
patterns and structures 

hi hello! – Colourful fabrics with vivid patterns and innovative web accents 

Please note: Blended yarns are a combination of colour-coordi-
nated light and darker yarns. If the individual blended yarn units 
are cut, depending on the pattern and course of the thread, mul-
ti-coloured fabric edges may arise. Unfortunately, this cannot be 
avoided and is manufacturer-dependent.

Whether single-colour, block or fantasy stripes, no  
matter whether you’re looking for timelessly harmonious 
colours or creative trends –  we have the right fabric for 
all styles and each weinor awning.

Do you have any questions about the fabric?  
We have the answers.
Whether you select a classical or a recycled awning fabric – with a fabric from the my collections 2  

fabric collection from weinor you always decide in favour of dream patterns in addition to top materials  

and at least 93% UV protection. But what makes a good woven fabric? How do the colours retain their 

brightness? What do you need to consider when cleaning it? Answers to these and other questions can  

be found in our mini guide. So that you can enjoy your textile sun protection for many years!
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Frame colour WT 29/90146 I Pattern 3-625 slate

Design your dream 
patio yourself!
www.weinor.com/3d-designer

http://www.weinor.com/3d-designer


Special equipment lets 
impurities roll off in the 
long-term. 

At weinor, the fibre is not only  
superficially dyed, but always fully 
imbued (like a carrot).

Polyester, or more precisely recycled top quality PET, is the perfect basic material 
for our sustainable fabrics. The weinor recycled modern basics blue® collection is 
the first sustainable fabric collection of its kind worldwide with sun protection 
fabric Tempotest® Starlight® blue using 85% recycled PET certified according to 
the Global Recycled Standard (GRS). 

The recycling process by no means harms the quality, which is uncompromisingly 
good as for all weinor fabrics. You merely decide in favour of or against recycling 
– and for the pattern desired.

Whether recycled or classical – weinor awning fabrics have always been designed 
for a long operating life. Here, a decision in favour of first-class quality is also  
always a decision for more sustainability. Because, if something is still attractive 
and functional in all respects after many years’ demanding operation, it need not 
be replaced and therefore goes easy on valuable resources.

Recycled or classical?  
Always uncompromisingly good!  3

weinor uses state-of-the-art dyeing technology, high-quality equipment  
and top processing for high durability of the awning fabric.

Spinneret dyeing is the most extensive and highest-quality method of  
dyeing. In a special spinneret dyeing process, the colour pigments are  
already transferred to the fibres during fibre production, still before they  
are spun as yarn. Therefore, the dye is excellently embedded and the  
fabric retains its long-lasting, brilliant colour. Another advantage:  
Spinneret dyeing is far more environmentally friendly. Up to 90% less  
water is used than for other dyeing processes. 

Special equipment ensures a long operating life for the awning fabric and lets 
impurities roll off in the long-term (Teflon™ for Parà and TEXgard for Sattler).

Whether sewn or glued: Awning fabrics are manufactured as narrow strips and 
must be joined. weinor applies the respective technique, depending upon what 
is advantageous for the durability of the tailored awning fabric. 

Material and processing?  
Always premium quality! 5

Whether you decide in favour of a classical acrylic  
polyester awning fabric from weinor or made of polyester or recycling polyester – 
all 3 woven fabric types provide you with the best outdoor materials available on 
the market.

Normally, acrylic material fibres are somewhat more fleecy, i.e. they boast  
attractive haptics. Generally, polyester fabrics are somewhat smoother. Blended 
yarns can also be used here for attractive and special fabric appearances. Simply 
let your taste guide you and select the weinor fabric which best matches your 
furnishings.

Acrylic or polyester?  
A question of taste. 

Modern awning fabric has water-repellent properties. The rain water runs  
off the awning reliably when it is tilted at 14 degrees. Persistent humidity is  
nonetheless not good for the fabric.

If it is retracted when wet, the woven fabric cannot dry. Discolouration occurs 
due to water stains and the fabric may also develop more wrinkling and 
honeycombing.

Moisture also favours fungal infestation, which leads to mildew stains.  
So: always ensure that your awning is dry!

And when it rains?  
It’s best to retract the awning! 6

85% recycled PET
Standard PET

Energy consumption approx. - 60 %

85% recycled PET
Standard PET

CO2 emission approx. - 45 %

Spinneret dyeing
Piece dyeing

Water consumption approx. - 90 %
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Tip: You can obtain further informa-
tion concerning the topic of awning 
fabric from the Industrieverband 
Technische Textilien-Rollladen- 
Sonnenschutz e.V. (ITRS) under  
ivrsa.de

Rippling near the seam

Let the foam work! 

•  Vacuum pollen and loose dirt with the vacuum cleaner’s 
upholstery brush or lift it off cautiously with adhesive tape 

•  In case of persistent dirt, moisten the fabric with clear  
water to soften dried stains.  

•  Use lukewarm water with a maximum of 40 °C and  
5 to 10 percent solution with mild detergent 

•  Apply the foam to the fabric with a sponge, do not rub it in! 

•  After an application time of 15 to 20 minutes, rinse it with 
ample clear water and then let the fabric dry 

Ultraviolet  
Protection 
Factor

*License numbers: Parà: 971521.O/21CX00053 CENTROCOT, Sattler: 63864 OETI

Please note: For health reasons, newer awning woven fabrics to the  
greatest possible extent do not use stabilising formaldehyde. So don't  
be surprised if your new awning is not quite as "stable" as your old one.  
As a sign of their harmlessness, all weinor fabrics carry the OEKO-TEX seal. 

How should I take care of it? Best gently!

Primarily, it is important that you neither rub 
your awning fabric nor brush it too hard.  
Otherwise, the high-quality coating, which 
ensures that the woven fabric remains attrac-
tive in the long-term, is affected. 

If you own an open awning, you can retract  
it so far that the soiled spot can be easily  
accessed from beneath it on the wound up 
fabric. For all other awnings, it is necessary  
to work from above. High-pressure cleaners 
should never be used – they damage the 
fabric.

Awning fabrics are high-performance products which meet stringent technical 
requirements. High-quality woven fabrics are used for manufacturing. Further-
more, laboratory tests guarantee the important properties such as stiffness, 
tear-resistance, colour fastness and much more. But the material can still change 
after some time, especially if the awning is used frequently. This simply cannot  
be ruled – even by using state-of-the-art technology. 

These natural changes also include sagging of the fabric between the seams or 
overstretching in the region of the hem. The fabric may also exhibit creasing,  
rippling or honeycombing from the beginning. This is a mostly normal character-
istic of awning fabrics, irrespective of the manufacturer and is not a reason for 
complaint or rejection.

Are creases okay? Yes, because your fabric also lives.

Awning systems are extremely complex units. Factors such as statics, electricity 
together with the high-quality workmanship of the fabric and frame play an im-
portant role – especially in terms of long service life. The mounting technology is 
also very sophisticated, depending on the base. Awnings purchased and installed 
by professional retailers provide security and quality. Your weinor retailer and sun 
protection expert will provide you professional advice and gladly help you choose 
the right awning and the appropriate fabric – and that with an attractive 
price-performance ratio.

Who helps?  
Your weinor retailer provides you with competent advice.

What can you trust? Quality seals stand for quality.  9
For a long operating life, all weinor fabrics have a high-quality finish, which  
lets impurities roll off in the long-term. Certified in accordance with OEKO-TEX 
Standard 100*, they neither contain substances detrimental to health nor to  
the environment. Moreover, weinor fabrics offer the best possible sun protection 
with a shield between 93.3 and 97.5 % of the UV-radiation.

Find out more about the benefits of comprehensive advice 
from experienced and trained weinor retailers. 
www.weinor.com/service/advantages-weinor-retailers
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https://ivrsa.de/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/ITRS_RL_Markisentuecher_Jan_18_EN.pdf
https://www.weinor.com/service/advantages-weinor-retailers?utm_medium=qr-code&utm_source=ENKTHGB&utm_campaign=ENKTHZTTGB
https://ivrsa.de/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/ITRS_RL_Markisentuecher_Jan_18_EN.pdf
https://www.weinor.com/service/advantages-weinor-retailers/
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weinor GmbH & Co. KG
Mathias-Brüggen-Straße 110  
D-50829 Cologne | Germany
weinor.com

Picture motif title:  
Frame colour WT 029/80081 | Pattern 3-515 alabaster

High-quality awning fabrics 

Browse through our fabric collection to your heart’s content 
and let us inspire you with our breathtakingly beautiful  
patterns. You can find the precisely your dream fabric here: 
www.weinor.com/my-collections-2
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Your weinor retailer will be pleased to advise you:

https://www.weinor.com//

